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p-rao8 foatnotsB - 1 I .of

K, Bittol, "Tho *-'erraan Parapactive and tha Gartnan Archaeolof:ical Instituta,"

»/ i/ ^ y
iuJA 84, 1980, pp. 271-277; tha quotation is from p. 275. Tha papar was raad

by H. G. Gflterbook at tha Blp;hty-FirBt Ganaral Maating of the Archaeological Insti

tuta of Araarica, in Boston, on DacaTnbar 28, 1979.

Tha present article was originally intended for the Festschrift for flo'Tiar

Thonpson, Hasoaria Suppl. XX, I hope ha vfill accept it as a further sup^-ilaTient

to that voluraa, t--'

J
In addition to tha abbreviations listed in AJA 82, 1978, pp. ^-10, tha

following are used;

✓ Ag.ora XII B. A. Bparkas and L. Taloott, Tha Athenian AfPora. XII, Black and

Plain Pottery of tha PtB. Btyand 4th Centuries B.C., Princeton 1970,

Acora XIV H. A. Thompson and R. B. Wycharlay, The Athenian Agora, XIV, The

Agora of Athens. Princeton 1972.

Agora XXII S. I. Eotroff, Tha Athenian Agora, XXII, Hellenistic Pottery;

Athenian and laported Moldmada Bowls, Princeton 1982.

Araphoras V. R. Grace, Anphorss and the Ancient Yfina Trade, Excavations of the

Athenian Agora, Picture Book Ho. 6, revised edition Princaton 1979.

il
V

Joulton 1976 J. J. Coulton, The Architectural PevelopTnent of tha Greek Stoa,

Oxford 1976,

Ralo« 27 V. R. Grace and 11. Sawatianou-Petropoulakou, "Chapitre XIV, I^s
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tinbres amphoriquea grecs," in Ph. Bruneau, ed., Sxpioration

/ • / A jf
aroheologique da Delos. XKVII, L^ilot de la '''ais on des Conediena,

Paris 1970, pp. 277-582.

Garlan 1979 Y. Qarlan, "Koukos, donates nouvellea pout une nouvelle interpretation

des timbres araphoriques thasiens, BGd-Supp, V, 1979, pp. 215-268,

Grace 1954 V. Grace, "Stamped Amphora riandlea found in 1951-1952," Hesperia 5,

1954, po. 197-510".

Grace 1949 V. Grace, "Standard Pottery Containers of the Ancient Greek (Yorld,"

A y/
Hegperia Suppl, VIII, 1949, pp. 175-189.

Grace 1952 V.Grace, "Timbres amphoriques trouve's a Delos," BCH 76, 1952^

/
pp. 514 -540,

Grace 1968 V.Grace, "Die gestempelten Amphorenbenkel aua stratigraphisch ge-

sioherten FundzusammenhSngen," Exkure in 0, Ziegenaua and G, de luoa,

Altertflmer von PerEamon, XI,1, Das Aaklepieion. Berlin 1968, pp. T75«

178. 1 aaw no proof of this Bxkurs, which contains many errors not

in the manuscript,

Grace 1971 V.R.Grace, "Sanian Amphoras," hesperia 40, 1971, pp. 52-95.

Grace 1974
/V.R.Graoo, "Kovisions in Early Hellenistic Chronology." AthT^itt 89^

1974. pp. 193-200,
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Grakov 1929 B.N.Grakov, Ancient Gr'^ak -Pottery Stamps with the ITenea of

Astvnonoi. Moscow 1929 (in Russian).

Guide. 3 li. A, Thorapaon, The Athenian Agora. A Guide to the Bxcavation

Knackfusa 1924

lies Sana I

Nil a a on 1909

Pnyx

and Muaeua. Third iidition, Athena 1976,

h. Knackfusa, Hilet I, 7, Per Sudnarkt und die benachbarten

Bauanlagen. Berlin 1924, pp. 156-176 on the Magazinhallo.

V.R.Grace, apud H.D.Golt and others. Excavations at Nessana I,
t <-• -

London 1962, pp. 106-130.'

M. P. Nilea on, Timbrea anphoriquee de Lindos, in Sxploration

archepiogique de Rhodes. V, Copenhagen 1909.

V.R.Grace, "Stamped /lino Jar Fragments," in Small Objects from
V v'̂ ' y'

the • 11» aes peria Supp. X, 1956, pp. 113-189.

Rickman 1971 G, Rickman, Ronan Gyanariea and Store Buildings. Cambridge 1971.

Schuchhardt 1895 C. Sohuchhardt, in AltertKfaer von Pergamon. VIll\ Inschriften.
v'C,

2, Berlin 1895, pp. 423-499,

H. Goldrmn and Others, Excavations at Gftzld Kule. Tarsus. I,

Princeton 1950.

Tar"".' 1

Thonpson 1934 H. A. Thompson, "Two Centuries of Hellenistic Pottery,"
i/

lies peria 3, 1934, pp. 311-480.

• • • >:

• I'- (11'.' , V,# k /-I* .

Ml • W. •' ^ . i
i-r.^ •Jfl.
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Grace footnotes - 4

2

See Schuchhardt 1895, p. 423, For a reoent discuseion of the deposit,

f

.J

see 'SsSS 27, especially pp, 290-291, ®hia publication. Chapter XIV of the

volume on the Maison dee Comodiens on Deloe, includes a general review of

studies of container amphoras and their stamps (usually on the handles) with

</ ly'
much bibliography; see pp, 277-280 for an introduction to the subject, or

the reader may just consult the pamphlet Amphoras. Third century dates in

•53^9 27 should be revised as indicated in Grace 1974, p, 200, Further cm

Giwioe 1974, see below. Appendix 2, Further on the Porgamon deposit, footnote

4 /^and accompanying text; figures given have been somewhat revised following

oorreotions in readings.

3 ^ 'De
For appreoiaticm still felt, see Grace 1934, p, 200 with note 5; -8^

27, p, 278, last paragraph of note.

Per the handles, see Graoe 1934, p,210, nos, 1-3, On the deposit.

HeBperla 24, 1955, p. 185 under no, 25 (P, B, Corbett); Agora XII. p, 393',

under H 17 ; 5; Corbett cites the publication of the stamped hancJles. Dis-

cussAen of the sub-group of Thasian, Pnvx. pp, 127 and 129 under b and o^j

however these stamps would now be dated about mid 4th oentury B,C.
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5 on

Summary to the Pnyx, sea J, Travloe, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient

J v' v''"
Athens, London 1971, pp. 466-476, with bibliography, p.467. Summary on the

Pnyx evidence dating the two-name stamps, 27, bottom of p. 355, Cf,

Garlan 1979, p,246 with note 12, "lost recently on the Pnyx as a whole, see d,A,

Thompson, "The i^yx in Models," hps peria Suppl, XJX, Studies in Attic Epigraphy.
0-' p

Hietory and Topography Presents • bo Mugana Vanderpool, Princeton 1982, pp, 133-147,

6

On the Haspels investigation in Thasos, see Garlan 1979, pp, 256-258, taken

from an unpublished excavation report, apparently of late 1933,

7

Filed with Deposit Sumnaries, under its grid position K-K 12-14, Text

accompanied by extensive lists, and analyses by class, of the stamped handles from

the Middle Stoa construction filling, also of those from some related groups found

in the neighborhood; lists also of the individual grid positions oited by the

excavators. We are under considerable obligation to G. R, Edwards for making

definitive the primary list, of items to be counted as coming from the filling,

S' I-
especially for the earlier (pre-war) finds, Cf, below, text with footnote^^:^

8
Published statement in 1962, Nessana 1, p, 124,
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9 OcUs y
27, p, 291, and sao below in the present article,

10
Agora XIV, p. 67, The date given for the filling in Agora IV (1958),

VIII (1962), and XII (1970), in the deposit lists, had been to oa. 150 B.C.,

a date evidently derived from that appearing in Edwards' 1956 publi-

^ ^ that ofcation, see footnote below (date of filling equals^,^start of long-petal bowls).
some

Correct references in Ag^aXIV, p.66, note 179: the quotation actually comes

A
'ZPeJ 05 / t, fold-,

from 3^ 27, p, 382; and other relevant passages are evidently^pp, 290-291, 320^

11 ,/ y u ,
F.S.Kleiner, Heiperta 44, 1975, pp.30^f-311. (For his separate Deposit III,

see his p.311, I have not been able to identify handles that wo discussed in this

connection, of, his note 14.) For Rotroff's com-ient, see Agora XXII, p. 102,

12

The count of 1960 was made by M. Fetropoulakou and A, Dimoulinis, to whom

I owe much help in the preparation of the present article as of previous ones. The

handles were counted as laid out in their classified storage, and figures include

some 4865 items which have not been inventoried because they are inferior duplicates

of inventoried items^ and have no useful excavation context. The figui
ires are
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not vory up to date, but in any case recent excavations have not added new

stamped handles to our collecticai at the earlier rate. Last inventorynumbor
\

I

of the 1960 count: SS 14402; last of the 1980 season: SS 14843.

13 / y
Cf, Grace 1934, p. 280, no. 233, iSarly Knidian stamp on a whole amphora

from Thompson's Group B, of. ibid, p.202, fig. 1, no, 6, for the jar. For

the date of Group B, see Appendix 2 below (date now ca. 240 B.C.), Cf. Grace

1952, pi.XIX, 1, for another Barly Knidian stamp.

14
Social and Soorooraio History of the riellenistio iVorld. Oxford 1941,

y

p. 1647. It should be remarked that the relative figures of Rhodian and

Knidian handles in fillings of the first half of the 2nd century B.C., such as

that of the Stoa of Attalos mentioned above, may bo somewhat misleading as

dmdioatiens of relative volume of trade. If the Knidian production of 188 -

167 B.C. was under Rhodian control, then from the point of view of trade at

least half of the 70 Knidian in the ;Stoa of Attalos fillinp;, those dated by

phrourarohoi, should presumably be counted as Rhodian. On the phrourarchoi

\ .
and Rhodian control, see below, text with footnotes aG-wartTBl, alsAppondix 1,

text on Knidian Period IV A.
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15 . T^.-t8
Tarsus I, p. 145, no, the context, "top level. Middle ileTlenistio

Unit," indicates a data of late 3rd - early 2nd oentwiry B.C., of. ibid., pp.

SO-31. Note that the restoration of the name KaXXlKpdTTi^ in the main stamp

of no. 75 does not now seem correct.

On secondary stamps on Phodian handles, usages and dates, see 27, p.380,

index to discussions on the subject in various parts of our chapter in that volume.

where references to the earlier literature on the subject will be found. Corri

gendum; the early Rhodian fabrioant there mentioned, now dated ca.

mid 3rd century B.C., does use secondary stamps; a nearly whole amp^iora of his

in Rhodes has a secondary stamp (with a monogram) beside each of its main stamps

on the tops of the handles (temporary inv. no. M2 547, dated by the eponym

'EttCxQ'PP'O*;; mentioned here by permission of Mr. I. Papachrietodoulou).

)/ 'J
Note suggestion, Tarsps 1, p. 135, note 2, that the two betas on ibid.,

^14 e. -r '7 B
fig. 117, and 3SJ) Indioate a pair of names perhaps from the same amphora was

correctly discarded bjr D. B. Shelpv, Pottery Stamps from Tanals. MoBG^w 1975,

(in Russian), p.2^} the two secondary stamps are obviously not from the same

die. See belew.

n
I
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pp.

16

Foi' docirnentation of the illustrated itoms, see catal of';ue below,

17

Tarsus I, fig. 117, 76 A, 76 B, IJote a second (unpublished) exanple of

the combination: duplicates of both stamps were found on a handle in the

Musee Graco-Romain in Alexandria (A VG 1485),

18 , , i -
On the dynasty 5 ^ «

"I ate,, HK of, Del oe 27, p. 280, also pp. 327-328 under E 66, and

elsewhere (see index, pp. 375, 376). On ' ^ f ^l^soo now V.Grace apud J.

Bouzek, AriAtolj-an Collection of Charles University [Kyme l], Prague 1974, pp.

v''" t ^
94-95, under A3.

Note that this (contemporary of 1*^ ) is not

the earliest to endorse Hhodian circular stamps with rose, but there was at

least one earlier Rhodian fabrioant of this name, who worked probably in the

third quarter of the 3rd century B.C. For a published stamp of his, see M,-Th,

V/-" V.-' L. V''

Langer, BCli 81, 1957, i^p, 164-165, no.88, see fig. 2 (fromArgos). Presumably

the •. rr named in HI la, Lenger's stamp viae the father of the fabri

oant of our 2.

•Miii'" ih I
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Rose stamps naminf^ the aponym 'AGcxvdftOTO^ and accompanied by J'"• '̂ i

(.10

I .
•»». V »

L 19

secondary stamps:

l) with month AdXtO^, secondary stamp tau. like those on handles of | ^

i'
mv' '^4 ' "i '

Alexandria, classified under RS 16 (the eponym's number); rubbings brought to ^ ^
Turzynski.

the Agora in Janunrjr 1967 by B, !S¥55H5SK*

AapiOKpdt'Ti^ and *iTmoHpdTTiq* handle in the Benaki collection in

L/UdilliSliftrPv;;;
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1/

2) •'.vith nonth i> saoondary etamp upsilon 1 ike those

used by T| ^and )fTft *1^^ « 3ton Gonepe conaction, no.

138^of the stR'Tiped hand^as. !fy records of the oolleotion I owe to the

kindness of the lato Oaorga Tait and of several of his students of the

♦60b, including particularly kioholas rlarinpton.

3) v/ith same nonth and probably sane die as in (2), a secondary stamp

is indicated in a drawing, but not identified or nantioned; F, Benoit,

/ ^ y
"Nouvelles epaves da Frovence." Pallia XVI, 1958, reading on p.33,

\/ iv' /
drawing in fig. 41, p. 32 (from Anse Saint-Rooh, Antibes).

4) with unrestored nonth, secondary stamp upBilon t D. B, Shalov,

"Fottery Stamps from the Excavations at Phanagoria," "'Vterials and Studies

/
v/ , ' - u'

of Archeology in the USSR, no.57 L1957J (in Russian), p.138, table, eponyn

i/"
entry 37. The stamps are not illustrated so the dies are not knoi.vn. I have

restored the name of the eponym; olftToW. There is no other possi

bility.

The data for are given hare in detail because this name

was omitted from among the latest eponyms in the Middle Stoa building fill

in information given to S. 1. lotroff: see Agora XXII, p. 102^ It is
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perhaps also of interest to show for one name the kind of ovidence available

as docamentatioii for state^aants on others.

Grace 1949, pi.19 and p. 186, no. 5j stamps, pl.20 and p. 187,

V ,

nos. 4-5; regrettably, the secondary stamp beta is not illustrated.

21
On two eponyms at and references to the two jars, see

g^loB a?, p. 306 under a 15 (upper paragraph). Capacity of the later jar

and oonparative figures, of. "The Com-ieroial Amphoras from the Antikythera

I

Shipwreck," TAPS 55, 1965, p.7, note 8; the jar is in the Nicosia Museum,

/

Cyprus, inv. no. CMC 198, The "bowing out" of the handles results from .v

drawing them in below to acoommodate to a slimmer body; of. op.oit., p.6,

For the epigraphioal date of an eponym A/iK^ sea C. iilinkenberg,

XSfiXXXMXaSXIX Lindos, Fouilles de l*Acropole 1902-1914. II, Inscriptions I,

^^ ' Berlin and Copenhagen 1941, p.536, no. 246 i Irrn <-> A;.A v/5.^ ^
a' 123 B.C. is the date attributed to him as priest of Athana I.India, of. ibid.

5^ p» 125, and the priesthood of tialios, v/hioh apparently he also held, would

i probably have fallen shortly afterward! on the oursus honorum in Rhodes,
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\
V

I

SO0 L. Worrioone, "I sacerdoti di ilalios," ASAtene 27-29, 1943-1951, p.

r ^ 375, In Khodes, official doouncnts ware dated by the name of the priest
'Ki

of ilalioa, wbo was ohan{;9d annually.
V

22 v/
Schuohhardt 1895, p. 432. In the excellent dissertation of F, Bleckmann,

De ^nncriptionibus quae lep;untur in vasculia HhodUs, GBttingen 1907,

Schuohhardt's dating is used and developed; see especially Blecknann's p,

y /
25, Of, Del OS 27, p, 290,

23 . , ^ 8®9
For the Lindian priesthood of ^(rrtZ Blinken-

y
berg, op.cit, in footnote 21, p, 121, under ticsxoc the year 154, with

oommentary below; see further ibid, pp. 488-490.(ho mention in these

inscriptions of a priesthood of xlalios. It should be observed that

Blinkenberg counted the existence of a name as eponyiti in hhodian amphora

stomps as sufficient evidence ths.t the person named was a priest of Halios.)

whom

On names of hhodian epcHiyms in stamps for identifications have been

proposed with priests named in inscriptions, of, Delos 27, p. S«ftic 299

with references. Of particular interest is the triple correspondence
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«/ /
exa-^iined ibid.. p.313, under B 34, of three knovm stamp epon^ns -with three

priests of Halios oited in SBG III, 674, The stone has bean discussed

sj
recently by i". il. Fraser, lihodiaa Funerary ^ionuments, Oxford 1J77, pp.60-61,

PP» .y
but In his documentation, xxx 150-151, the author fails to use the text on

y
E 34 vvith its clarification on tho dates of the stamp eponyms, which is

based on information not available to the scholars he quotes.

On XyS and in stamps, apparently persons xiantasHad

mentionod by Polybios, see the oorarientary by Jieckmatui, op.cit. in footnote

dZt pp« 19-20. Cf, recently F. Vf, ilalbank, A liirtorical Com^iientary on

Polybios, Oxford 1979, p, 303, on persons .vith these names* correct tlio

priesthood of 154 B.C., which (as iust noted) was that of Athana Lindia,

not that of ilalios. The stamps provide an earlier eponym V+rt w'^

but his ^.'ear as priest of 'lalioa should date nearer 213 than 204 (cf. loc.

Pit.; they provide also a much later one, who has been identified tent-

Lindia v/
atively with a priest of Athana ixHii* of 46 B.C., see Deios 27, p. 299

with note 3),

jdinsiein

/f BitllPT'aferiTi]wvB
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"> is given a year, 188 B.C., as priest of Athana Lindia by

H. Van Gelder, "Over Phodische Xruiksterapals en hun ^eiang voor onze Kennis

van den Hhodisohen iiandel," Verslagan en Mas^x Mededeelingen der Koninkli.jke

Akadenie van »Jetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde. 5e Reeks, Deel I (Amsterdam

1915), p.202. Van Gelder gives as source an inscription "not yet published"

by Blinkenberg. No such inscription appears in Blinkenberg^s comprehensive

volume of 1941 above-citedj and P. M. Fraser kindly informs me, in a letter

of 22.VII.81, that there is no epigraphical reference for any priesthood of

Qrecords from which he is compiling the new Lexicon of

Greek Personal Names,

It should perhaps be remarked that agreement on date as between homonyms

inscribed in stone and in stamp dies has sometimes been considerably more

difficult than in the case of the names just discussed. See below. Appendix

5, on the dateJof Rhodian eponymlfiHBSilillSB'̂ ;> K

24

For the Thasian inscription, see G. Dunant and J. Pouilloux,

f .Keoherohes sur lhistoArw.et les cultes de Thasos. II. St.nHes thasienne^ .v/
ij Paris 1958, pp.26-35y on the "^criture", see top of p. SI. The authors*

A

. iniiiiiiiMMii
,..AinsH
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date depends on their identification of a Roman governor who is mentioned

i 1
HvlJ m\ I

they examine seven possibilities, and choose the laetj the second would ' V|i*i4 1

suit the of the stamps, and perhaps a date within 141-135 , 'W'':
^ f,, • (, --r i .

B.C., which seems to be available. On ys tif*!*vi ^ of, Nassana I, p,'

116, under no, 7, This eponyra dates known whole jars of the fabricants

' . 1

See Garlan's article in P, Gamsey, K, Hopkins, and G.R.Whittaker, eds,,

-rade in the Anolent SoonoThy. p, 54, Note that regularly has

the £ta ending in the earlier Thasiah inscriptions and stamps. Cf, J,

/

Pouilloux, Recherches aur I'hiatoire et les cultos de Tlmaos I, Studea thasi-

ennes III, Paris 1954, p, 273, no, 34, lines 9 (genitive) and 45, For the

name unabbreviated in one of the earlier (2-namo) stamps, of, A,-M, and A, Bon,

Les 'eimbrea pmphoriques de Thasos, Etudes thasiennes IV, Paris 1957, p,119, no,

i/

278, Cf. also the connent, ibid,, p, 118,

26

A small number of xM items among those listed by the excavators and/or

by G, R. Edwards have bean identified as impurities because they are very much

too late to belong to the group, They are listed in footnote 57 below.

27 / . ,
VX V'Cf, now C. K, Williams II, i^gaj'eria 47, 1978, pp. 21-23,
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28 / */
On Knidian stamp types, see Sal03 27, p. 325. In our usage, a stamp

type is a group of one or more dies having the same content and arrangement

of letters and/or devices, i.e. the sarna minuscule reading.

29 V'' 1--

Cf. P. M. Fraser, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands, Oxford 1954, pp. 93-94,

y
with note 3.

30
I ^ F. Frhr. Hiller von Gaertringen and others, Inschriften von Priene. Berlin

1906, p. xiiij of. ibid., p. 28 under no. 19, lines 6-8. M, B. Wallace refers

me to H. Merkelbaoh and others. Die Inschriften von Kalohedon, Inschriften Grieoh-

^Rcber Stfidte aua Kleinasien, 20, Bonn 1980, p. 5, for Isarious ancient rwfttionB

of officiftls sorvSjng for parts of a year tather than for the whole year. For

_ 7 v/

the evidence of tho stamps, oae Delos 27, p. 319.

31
M. B. Wallace suggests that particular uncommonness in some ^^rourarch

names may be compared with the "rare months" in Rhodian stamps, taken to be those

of seasons not best suited for the production of emphoras. A four-month period

falling mostly in the winter night bqq a relatively small production of Knidian

jars. On seasonal production in Rhodes, of. Nile eon 1909, pp. 126-132, also the

recent study by Ch. B8rker,"Der Rhodisohe Kalender," Zeitaohrift fflr PapvroloTie
v' ^ •

und Spigraphik, 31, 1978, pp. 193-218| and of. comment, REG 92,1979, p.466.

32

. , correctiooa were made recently with the help of Dr. BBrker(oi^ed in footnote ol, now a professor at Brlangen), who is preparing
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nev; study of the stamped handles in Berlin from the Pergamon deposit. He

provided us with rubbings of the Knidian, for the identification of which

our archives in Athens provide easy and reliable reference material, not

*im±4KioiHx available to Sohuchhardt, The eponym's name in KT 210, the type

L ^ '
of Pergamon no, 1290, is abbreviated to ^^[^and the restoration is not

quite certain,

I note once more a Knidian stamp published with the group of the Pergamon

/ J .i
deposit apparently by error; of. Deloa 27, p, 291, note 2,

33 j j s/'
For more complete shapes, see Grace 1934, p,202, fig.l, nos, 6-8j

/
Amphoras, fig* 64,

34 /\ -J J
The three hhodian of the next to last decade are ^ 230 (M2 620) dated

f . _v • V P-.
in the term of oS^ and A252 and 233 (M2 622, 623) dated in the

X ^*'Vrterm of AtfTv^v| flet. The slightly earlier Rhodian is A231 (M2 621),
^ /

dated in the term of , All the eponyms occur in the 'liddle Stoa

*

filling. The five ^jars, including A 236 (4 of the present article), were
.*VV

found during the excavations (1961-1964) by G. Konstantinopoulos in the

Pavlides lot in Rhodes (on Lindos Street), I am obliged to Mr, Konstantin-
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opouloB for pormission to publish 4 end to mention the others: also to
1/vv,

01f,a Kakavoyannis for the infomation given above; also to f.M.W.

Mathascaa for ca-ling ny attention to these stamped amphorae during our

work period in Rhodes in 3'ay, l'J80; end finally to I. -fapaohristodoulou,

iiphor of the Dodekaneae, for tnuoh facilitation of our work in Rhodes in

reoent yoara.

35 , i/
On tvio vjracks at Uj-and Oongloue and their dates, eee Appendix 3 below.

doe Del OS 27, p, 326, under S 62* and of comTnant.

37 IntX'regmrA/i^n 1911:' eed 'ArohSph 1913. pp.
Graoa 1934, p,202, fig, 1, and text p. 305, no. 7.n third amp >.ore

i
(Agora SS 7210) of the same period i« interestingly, if not fully, visible

as its oaj^oity is being taken by li, A. Thompson and E. Vanderpool in 1939:
/

sen Oraoe 1949, pi,19, 1-8, and see text p. 165. The single preserved

stamp (one handle fts missing) baars the na-^e ^no doubt the

eponym of that name, an early phfcourarch whose name appears in the Hid-^le

btoa filling} tho stamp is an •xample of KT 1254. Sd 721^is from the
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construction filling of Agora well L 18 : 1,

38

eponym A^ irra dates occurs in the filling of/

the Stoa of Attalos (SS 11362, exa^nple of KT 214), to which the and date is

possibly 157 B.C., see above, pp.
A

39 J J
See Grace 1974, p,198, note 19; and of. Appendix 2 below, under

Group B,

40

J

Secondary stamp with single letter theta on the side of the handle

at the upper attachment on Agora SS 11952; perhaps the same (incompletely

preserved)-on a handle from excavations by the late John Threpsiades, which

we were allowed to photograph in July 1959; the main stamp on both handles

is an example of KT 236 as on SS 11952 is atot exhibited in Shop D of

the Stoa of Attalos, on the south side of the glass case.

irr'"Tfii^'''iiilrfiiiiiiiiiirflr ii« i

t.l®
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41 j i/' sJ
On Knidian lion types, see sum'^ary, Deloa 27, p, 335, under S 103»

y
On the son of of. footnote 18 above.

42
For speotrosoopio tests of handles from jars of probably the sane

V
. y

^ 27, pp. 319-320 with note 1, p.320. For the sec-
""*c ,

♦A'

retary of the boula. text above with footnote 24.

43
Y. G. Vinogradov, "Pottery Stamps of the Island of Thasos," Numis-

\J

matioB and SpiKraphy, X, The Institute of Archeology of the Academy of

^ J V' y ^
Sciences of the USSR, I'oscow 1972 (in Russian), pp.39, 44, and 59 (table,

i/'

see bottom). The evidence cited (which is not new) shows that T^sian ^

amphorae were stamped as late as ca. 200 B.C. (stamps from the Pergamon

deposit and from VillanovS«-in Rhodes), but MiK not that the practice

stopped then. Now that finds at Aoukos in Thasos have shown that the names

in one-name Thasian stamps are very probably those of annual officials (and

not of potters), we should attempt a count, starting from about 340 B.C.,

and making allowance for repeated names. On the feoukos finds, see Garlan
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}

1979. My own most recant summary 6n Thasian stamps (Delos 27, pp.354-357)

had not the benefit of the Koukos finds, and also does not discuss the

b-viT
Thasian stamps vjith nameswithout device tcf. Pnyx, pi.

yj V ^
52, 1-4). There is much nev; information, and I hope to publish a revised

suort study of the Thasian class, including the shape-development. In the

maanwhiTe it should be said that, following further examination of Agora

deposits, there does not now seem to be good evidence to date any of the

Thasian stamps with names before 400 B.C., and perhaps not before 390.

44

On the projected new corpus of Thasian stamps, see recently Garlan

y
1979, p. 213. original one is the Bon volume cited above in footnote 25.

45

See in the meanwhile her report, "-ividenco around the Mediterranean

for Corinthian 3xport of <7ins and Oil," Beneath the Waters of Time;

Proceedings of the Ninth Conferenoe on Underwater Archeology tTexas

Antiquities Committee No,6j Austin, Texas 1978, pp. 231-239. For eome

of Koehler's more recent work in this field, see "Amphoms on Amphoras,"

Hea peria si, 1982, pp.284-29 2.
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46 ✓'

On the Zenon Oroups, the earlier and the later, see Has perla 32,

( V \y ^ '-.y <
1963, pp.319, 321-322 with note 9, 331 with note 25. The article is con-

cenaed with araphora finds at Koroni in Attica, where examples of the

earlier Zenon Group were found. V/ith revised 3rd century dating, of.

/ slant of^
footnote 2 above and^Appendix 2 below, one would like to accept anjj( ident

ification of the Ze(non) of the earlier group with Zenon of Kaunos, agent

of Apollonios in 3gypt, although apparently he had not come to Philadelphia

i. v'

by 265 B.C. Gf, P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria II, Oxford 1972, p.286,

/
V

end of note 283j V.Grace and J.-Y, iSmpereur, "Un groupe d'araphores

ptolenafiques estampillees," Bulletin du Gentenaire (Supplement au BIFAO 81),

t/
1981, p.426. Particularly interesting examples of the earlier group have

been found recently, some in an ancient wreck. I hope to publish soon a

short report on this material, which should be illustrated. The later

Zenon Group may be connected with the earlier, although x** no context

fixes the plain "ZH(^ stamps earlier than the late 3rd to early 2nd century

B.C.! in addition to the Middle Stoa context, we have an example in the

i y'Pergamon deposit (no,1278), and one from a filling in the Stoa of Philip

^ in Deloe (ID

I.L3
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the Rhodian stanps from the same filling date oa. 210-190 B.C.j cf. Grace

1974, p.198, note 21.

47

For the Latin stamp, which reads C,S , see V.R.Grace, "The Canaanite

Jar," in S.S. iiTeinbarg, ed.. The Aep;ean and the Near Bast, Studies presented

to Hetty Goldman, Locust Valley, 1956, plJCII, no.10, cf. text pp. 97 and

109 (see here suggestions as to the shape of the jar). A second example of

this stamp type may also come originally from the Middle Stoa fallings see

L •'
ibid, no. 11. The third example, impressed on a toe fragment, is WAA 890

from the excavations south of the Acropolis by the late John Meliades in

1957; he gave me permission to use it in publication. This fragment had

again a context of ca. 200 B.C. (information by kindness of Oh. Kanollo-

poulou). See the comment by S.L.V/ill quoted on p.97 of my publication cited:

her suggestion that the letters 0,8 may stand for oivitas stipendiaria. a

Spanish commune that paid a fixed impost to Rome, seems the best possibility.

After Scipio's victory at Ilipa in Spain in 207 B.C., such communes ware

required to deliver to Rome certain goods, including perhaps oil. Cf.

V V p VVIII, pp. 89 , 306 , 308, 310. Officially marked containers may have been
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required, the shape, that used by the Cartlmginians who had preceded the

Romans in Spain.

^ ' 'On other olasFes listed above, p. , as present in the Middle Stoa

¥
filling, see summaries with references in Delos 27, of. index, p.382"j on

Saiaian(?) prow stamps, sea Grace 1971, pp.82-^, with notes (note 83, p.84,

oites Middle Stoa context); the identification as Samian is not established.

An article on this class is being prepared by Rrofessor BBrker of drlangen.

48

V.R. Grace, "Exceptional Amphora Stamps," in G. Kopcke and M.B. Moore,

eds.. Studies in Classical Art and Archeology, A Tribute to Peter Ileinrich

rrn-n B1 anckenhaF.en. Looust Valley, 1979, pi .XXXVI, 2, cf. catalogue text.

/
p. 126, whore under 2, SS 675 is listed as a duplicate from the Middle Stoa

filling of two stamps from 4th century deposits, SS 8210 and SS 14771} note

^ that the illustrated example, SS 12440^^^ is from the area'̂ f the Middle Stoa.

'> •'! i
A , 49

Gyakov 1929. Reviewed: A. Kocevalov, PhilVifoch 53, 1933, pp.630-647.

*c

.-ic*? ^ — /
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50

Most of the work on this olass of staTnps has bean done by Soviet scholars.

sinoe the material is found in abundance in the Black Sea area, while it is un-

wine.

common elsewhere. Sinopean amphoras are thought to have carried oil, not

wo it is not surprising that few of the stamped fragments iiave been found forV i V i ^ ^

instance in Athens. II, ../-?- jt- ^ ^ ^
For the earlier end date, sea Y. I. Tsekhmisti-onko, "Sinopean pottery stamps

with the names of master potters," Soviet Archeology 1960, p.75 (in Russian),

The author cites the expansion of the Pontio kingdom and the final taking of

Sinope in 183 as the reasons for the breaking off of stamping Sinopean amphoras

with the natnes of ast^Taomoi, although he sets the actual end of the astynome

stamps in about 175 B.C. (At the same time, ho puts the liquidation of the asty-

Sinope

nome magistracies in fiinxq^ some years earlier tlian 183 B.C., see his note 106.)

The late Professor V. F. Gaidukevich, on the basis of observations during hit

excavations, was reedy to accept 183 as the end date of the series, according to

a letter ho wrote in October 1957 to Emily Grace Kazakevich. Ha quotes the

opinion of a member of the Kerch Museum staff who specialized in the stamps of

Sinope (possibly Tsekhmistrenko?) that "the latest Sinope stamps with the names

of astynomes go only as far as the moment of the seizure of Sinope by Phamaakes

(183)." He found it most convincing, the more so when he learned that another

investigator (myself) had arrived at the same conclusicffi independently.

vr-t-
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_C3S$ba«hto4 «•

J s/'' ^ t/
Of, Grace 1968, p, 176, no. 7; also Delos 27, pp. 284-2 85,

51
Saa A, Balkaneka, "Die Handelsbaziahingen von Seuthopolis," in

Vie xaMfaMwa uonference intemationale d*etudes elassiques das pays

I . V,- J
Bocialistes, Sofia 1963, p. 52, fig,3, no,l, a clearly legible Sinopean

stamp that names the astynomos with his characteristic device,

a honi, and the fabricant both belonging to Grakov's Group IV, see

\/ V V
Grakov 1929, pp,lS8 and 184 for the astynomos, and pp, 140 and 207 for the

fabricant. Of, the comnant of I, B, Brashinsky, "Recent Foreign Research

on Ceramic Inscriptions,", Soviet Archeology 1966, 2, p, 334 (ih Russian),

/
where the dates of Seutaopolis are given. Those dates, 359-229 B.C., come

actually from the earliest and latest coins found on the site, those of

^ Philip 11 Of rjacdon (B59.336 B.C.) and thoao of Bonotri.. II (239-229 B.C.),
The earliest of those coins apparently preceded the founding of Seuthopolis,

were lost in the Thracian vinage that preceded it on the lite. See

D,P, Dimitrov (the excavator, in 1948-1954), "Heuentdeokte epigraphische

benkmaier flber die Religion dor Thraker, etc,,"HommaP:ee a W. PervinA .

i*:. • .,v i -

((l?-
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Collection Latemus 28, Brussels 1957, pp.181-193; of. J. and L. Robert,

liSG 72, 1959, pp.209-210; most recently, D. P. Dimitrov and M. CiJ^ik^a,

The Thracian City of Seut.iopolis. British Aroheological Reports, supuloser,.

»/ (/ u •
1978'(cf. review, JHS 100, 1980, p. 269), P. H. H, Ilatheson investigated for

TTio the dotes, and provided many roferencos.

52

Grakov'e original dates for his Group I wore late 4th to 270 B.C.

y
(Gyakov 1929, p.ll2), but Ijis revised view, quoted by Brashinsky in V.F.

(in Russian), ^
Gaidukevioh, ed., Olbia, Temenos and Agora, Moscow-Leningrad 1964^ p. .3-07^ if

V-" ^
note 55, gave the period 360-330. Brashinsky himself dated the same Group

4th to 2nd
360-320 in 1963, see his "Boonomio Relations of Ginope in the jkdc38xjrDxiiHi

/ centuries B.C.", Ancient Town. Institute of fircheology of the Academy of

I - h '*

Gciancos of the 8S8R, Moscow 1963, p.133. (See this same page for the

author's corment on the early end date proposed by Tsokhmistarenko, for

"v.

which he saw difficulties.) At the Athenian Agora, stamps of Croupg n,

II have both been found in deposits of the third quarter of the 4th century,

iV'

A Jirt- dating the change from I to II in that quarter century: SS 14823 of lb

/ V k/ y ,deposit R 13 ; 11, and 88 11354 of II from deposit J 11 Yl. r-*y^

"•^itrrihiTiTiiiniii i rim fniimtmnffiii
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Sraehinsky'e date for Oroup I rerrained the sane tan years later, see

p, 127 of his long lamA useful article, "The Progress of ^"reek Cararaic

^ ^ v/'
Epigraphy in the USSR," Ejrene XI, 1973, pp. 111-144. He also sti^l dated

V"

(1 oc.cit.) C-roup VI in tho second half of the 2nd century.

53 j/'
Of, Gpakov 1929, p. 49.

54

»('e are much Indebted to th- late Dr. Braahinsky for information

received in letters as well as for many offprints. iJot long before his

death ho contributed tho ncnes in Sinopean stamps to the Lexicon of

Greek Personal Names being prepared under the auspices of the British

Academy, a large contribution partly because of the patronymic, mentioned

above, which are otherwise rare in stamps.

For a fairly recent summary on work in this particular field, with ma.ny
reforonces, of, D.B.Shalov, op.git, in footnote 15i' pp. 134-140. I an obliged
to ?!atho8on for a translation of these pages, as of many ithers use^l

^y to thssppeaont studj^.
A';^dsperia 25, 1954, p. 50 (H. A. Thompson).

\r

• ; • /('»'•> .-i tii . H.v.v ,,
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56 y y >
Hist' ThOTapson 1934, pp. 457-458, Hero Thompson actually placed

the start of those bowls in the "second quarter" of the century; he thus

left room for the production and discard of numerous long petal bowls

found in his wroup D, the end date of which he was thon setting at the

middle of the century (op.oit., p. 370). Thompson's date for the start

of long petal bowls was rounded b/ iidwards; u. R. Ji;dwards,"iiolloni8tio

Pottery," in Small Ob.iects from the i^yx, II, Hesperia Suppl. X, 1956,

p. 91 ("ca. 150 B.C."); ibid., Corinth '7X1. Part III, Gorint'^iem Hell-

1/ v" ^ /

enistic Pottgr:^r. Princeton 1975, p. 177 ("155 ,

/On the stamps in Thompson's five groups, see below. Appendix 2,

57
1/

The five stamps are as follows; SS 11826, example of KT 605,

dated in the ^erm of of, a duplicate published De'los 27, p.

</ A (345, iS 162; ^SS 12918, KT 2112, which names the duoviri /\ and

on whom see e.g. J^elos 27, p. 344, E 150j SS 12959, a Late

Knidian belonging with Delos 27, p, 354, under G; SS 13056, KT 486, term

</]
of ^"plicate is Delos 27, p, 343, E 147; SS 13096, KT

1578, the duoviri and sae Delos 27. p, 344^y
J

mie,LsssmsaEiyt>i''i.,a r

\.Zo

C
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iS 153^, 156", 157^ Tho first and last oone from Saction "12, tha rest from K.

Saa abova, footnote 7.

settling basin is listed as I 14 : 2, discussed by Rotroff, Agora XXII,

p i02^ Further on P23005, Vandarpool's bowl, saa op. cit,, pp.36 and 85, where

it is referred to by its catalogue number, 344. Rotroff is exrlicit in separ

ating the finding place from the Middle 5toa filling; she also suggests a

possible date of 225-175 for the bowl, although without excluding the possibility

of a considerably later date.

59 ^ ^

See Sdwards, Corinth VII (see footnote 56), pp.177, 178, on the exacting

task of incising the earlier long petal designs in the mojjlld, and the greatly

increased production after a shortcut was devised.

60

The deposit is Q 8-9, the fill over the floor of the Square Peristyle,

and the bowl fragipent is P 2u204 (Agora ^tXII, no. 325). The Rhodian stamped

handles in Q 8-9 run down only to the eponym 1st, dated tentatively
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198 B.C., but the Knidian to the aponym <J>' X (SB 10799)i probably the

early phrouraroh not long after 188 3.0. • the

stamp type (KT 1105) is present in the ''iddle Stoa filling (SS 12428). On the

same Knidian

tentative attribution of Rhodian oponym terms to specific ywan, see Grace

1974, p.199,

61 A
Long petal bovfl, P 14330 (not catalogued in Agora XXII)♦ cistern slmft.

l>Z7,

15 : 4. The latest lihodian, SS 4600^ is dated in the term of X-t"*

I II iflitiirt

tentative data, 177 B.C.; he is known in the Porgamon deposit, but not in

the Middle otoa filling; cf, a Jar cited in footnote 20,* also Delos 27, pp.

279. 291. The latest KnidAan is probably SS 4598, dated in the term of the
A

phrourarnhos ^STi t 6^

J ^
On deposits vi 8-9 (cf. footnote 60), E 15 ; 4, and some others, cf.

Aro3'a XXII, p. 35 with note 90^

iaii III—anAifhalie't'inija'l'i

tti'i .»ine-fing,g e bAt^ggada^ei

^
See C. M. Edwards, "Corinth 1980; Molded Relief Bowls,", Hesperia 50,

^ :1
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1981, pp.189-210. I am grateful to ^ir. ildwards for advance information on

this important material; also for various facilitations of the present article,

6S . ^
Jn the Peiraeus cistern, see I. Metzger, "PirSus-zisteme," Deltion 26,

/

r 'i/' \ '
V i,<.1971j PP» 41-94. Finds included fragments of long petal howls (ibid.. pi.12

and pp. 61-62); also 35 stamped handles, not yet published but wo have records

of them. The names on the 5 Rhodian handles -MMrtK are all in the Middle Stoa

-r •j

filling, the latest being that of the oponym iicxn±Hiixki^ 1st (tentatively

dated in one of the years 188-186 B.C., see above, p. ). Qf the 10 oponyms

c/' y
named on 18 of the 28 Knidian handles (the other 10 "nandles boar fabricant

s/

stamps without oponyms), 5 are in the Middle Stoa filling, others are known to

be close to that in date, while one, the phrourarohos *Ti^ * is the

raost numerous (8 handles) and probably the latest, dating certainly before 166

and maybe still in the first quarter. The fabricants in the types without

oponyms (the eponyms were named on the other handles of the .jars) are

and the ^all associated by name-connect ions

with eponyms of the early phrourarchos period, ibr this Vl^tHt-roK
J u' ^ *»•'' i '̂•

see ^elos 27, p.319, on pairs with fci 53 and K 54. For Theudoridas' Men, see

. j" ''

i.bld»# p# 325, iii 55»
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Gf Kotroff'e eorunont on the fsiraeus cistern, Ap:ora XXII, pp. 111-T12.

Corrigenda on p. 112; the first two names in the ajphabetioal list should

that
road Agestratos and Aristion. .<oto also:^(» Kloukrates (1st) ^las now bean

sat slightly earlier. Nota Rotroff's final coTninant, bottom of hor p.35, on the

date of the beginning of long-petal bowls, "somewhat am'^iguous evidence."
On the Kenchreai material, see rieverly Adamsheck (correct the first name

on the title page), Kenchreai, Bastem Port of Corinth, IV. the Pottery. Teiden,

1979. Creek amphora stamps, pp. 25-41; the «S3^ 2nd century Knidien and
V

P' v-' V.
Rhodian, nos. Gr. 60-63, 65-74, The author's introductory text, p.

64 ^ y
Rostovtzeff, _o£. ,pit. in footnote 14, p.£30/

./ • /'• V/' •'

65 ^ j /
F. Durrbach, Choix d'inscriptions de Delos. Paris 1921, pp.97-10^] no.

Inaoriptiona de Del or^73, equals F. Durrbach and othere^Paris 1926- , no. 1497. Durrbach dates
J V. , ^

y the inscription 172/1. For the redating of the Athenian archon nored, see
A

e.g. <7. B. Dinsmoor, lhe_Arohons of Athena in the Hellenistic Age. Cambridge,

Massaohusetts, 1931, p.260; and S. Dow, lies peria 4. 1935, p. 91. I am indebted

to M.B.ffanace and J. S. Trail! for numerous references and for the information
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that the date 160/l39 still holds. I thank also S, Tracy and M. <Yalbank for

helpful advice on forms of epigraphioal reference, I\[one of these is of course

rasponsiible for my historical suggestions in connection -with the inscription.

It should possibly be raentionod that poorly preserved parts of this in

scription heve suggested to some that Phamakes' gift vas intended to be an

annual contribution, hence perhaps the naintenanoo of a festival, Cf, Durrbach,

Choix, p. 102, All that seems clear, however, is that it was to be paid in

installments (and vnas in arrears).

66

Agora XIY, p. 66, Thompson suggests (loo.cit,. top of page) tViat the west

end of the Middle'Stoa itself was finished as late as "soon after the middle of

(2nd) century." ¥/e have not suooeodod in finding any group of stamped handles

from the filling that supports this suggestion. It would also seam an unusual

method of construction, to begin at the shallow end. Is it possible that the

deep west end of the foundation, with its notioeaoly different material, was the

firat part oonstructadV For some suggestions as to the closing of the west end.

vy

see below, end of Appendix 2, comment on the weH deposit H 13 ; 1.

87S5i£«rla 37', 1968, pp. 75-76 (V.nd.rpool), p. 55, „f. A^ora.

XIV, p»76, note 216 (Thompson),
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y /

6 8 (y' vx"
On South Stoa I, Agora XIV, pp.74 -78,

69 J
Goulton 1976, -ptH. Cf, Agora XIV, p, 93, on the varied uses of the

Stoa foikile.

70

On Bo-nan granaries, see in general Kickman 1971. On the predecessors

at Pergamon and in the Indus Valley, see Ricknan's sumnary and references, his

•/ v/

pp, <25<i-255.

I. l(.

71

See T, D, Boyd, "Th:; Arch and Vault in Gr^iok Architecture," AJA 82, 1978*^
V ./

t 'pp.83-100. P. W. Lehnann, ^A 84, 1980, especially pp.528-529, developes Boyd's

BUggestiOT by the reminder that architects for the planned new cities along his

way had accompanied Alexander^e .journey east. (For a continuation of the dis

cussion, with particular reference to the Loyal Tomb at Vargina, see P. V^.

Lehmann, ^ 86, 1982, pp.437-442, and articles cited there.) .On the hat.
see
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i/ t/ U-''
D.M.Kingsley, "The Cap that survived Alexander," AJA 85, 1981, pp. 39-46;

and of. D. B. Thompson, ISI^ Troy; the Terracotta Figurines of the HeiTenistio

t i-

Period, Supplementary Monograph 3, Princeton 1963, pp. 55-55, for a nice

summary on this hat.

In objection to Boyd's suggestion, it has been pointed out that other

Greeks preceded Alexander in the east, for instance the Ten Thousand (W.M,

( J -J
, Caldor III, AJA 85, 1981, p.334). But this ms not an outfit prepared to

build cities. They did pass the ruins of Nineveh, and Xenophon describes for

us its remarkable walls; but mostly the way lay through primitive villages.

£lngineoring was rather common sense, such as lb: going upstream in order to got

across an impassable river.

72 7
Boyd, cit.. p.89, note 22.

73 /
hickman 1971, p. 298.

74 . v/
For pro-Poman granaries, of. Rickman 1971, pp.252-257; Ooulton 4«6^'

Vx'

p.11; and references given by both. A recently excavated second granary at

Morgantina lias bean reported; AJA 87, 1983, p.226.
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75

iio^ulations knaTO to ma are 4th century after Ghriet, see Eiokman 1971,

i/
p. i9i;

76 /
Coulton 1976, p. 259, Jdmmm etatas that the entrance to the Mapazina at

\y'

Milotob -was at the south end; of, also his p.6, vjhara the building is listed as

"and-sntorod". 3ut Knackfuss, the authority he cites (Milet 1,7), describes it

as apparently entered from the middle of the long (west) aWs side IKnaokfuss

\

1924, p.176). Gf, also G, Kleiner, Die uuinen von Milet. Berlin 1968, p.

/

120, Goulton's useful volume has other slips: e.g. on p, 22there is a state

ment that the Middle Stoa in the Athenian Agora has throe lower column drums in

situ "at each end", whereas of course at the west end oven the

stylobate is far from being in situ. On tne remains and sugposted restoration of

the Middle Stoa, see Agora XIV, pp,66-68, and Guide 3, pp, 164-166,

77 J
Knackfuss 1924, p, 176, The Magazine Building apparently had a hip roof.

This would look well on the Middle Stoa, in association with the 2nd century (?)

form of the "deiiaia", of. rl, j and in fact no part of a raking gaison
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for the building baa bean found. But I learn from W.B. Dinsmoor, Jr., that

the position of the interior supports of the tliddle Stoa precludes, or

practically precludes, a hip roof.

78

On pouring in grain at the top and extracting it from the bottom, hopper-

/fashion, see our fuller information from Egypt, of, Rickman 1971, p. 298.

79 j

Rickman 1971, pp, 8, 86, on e\i-idence at Ostia.

^ ^^adrian'sRickman 1971, p. 255, There are fine remains of the granaries on

Wall.

81

For Miletos, Knackfuss 1924, p, 158, For the Middle Stoa, Guide 3, p.l66;

and of. W.B.Dinsmoor, Jr., The Fropylaia to the Ath^ffiian Akropolis. I, The

\J ^Predeoessora., Princeton 198 '̂, p,35, note 1; ". ... The fire that destroyed

Ithe Middle Stoa) was so intense that the inner face of every architectural

member is terribly mutilated," I am obliged to Mr, Binsmoor for finding, for

me this published statement.

Lit
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82

H. A. Thompson, The Athenian Afcora. A Guide to the i^xoavation and ?.'usaum.

/ vX'

Second S^ition, 1962, p. 102.

83 V
Afrora XIV, p.69, fig. 24.

84 i/
W. Judeioh, Topographie von Athen, 2nd edition, r.5unioh 1931, pp. 364-

365, with lonf, footnote 1 on p.365, for Athens; and pp.448-449 for Feiraeus.

3oth Judeioh (op.oit., p.365) and Vlycherley (The Athenian Ar.ora, I1I» literary

.' •*

and Spigraphioal TeBtimonia, Princeton 1957, p.21 under no. 3) have placed

the Athenian Long Stoa somewhat outside the Agora proper because of the

Bcholion on Birds 997, according to which "Kolonos", which they take to be

the Market Hill, lio4 bohind it. But apt^arently Kolonos in this instance is

V/ \

a district, not a hill, of. Vycherley in The Fhornix. 13, 1959, p.74, with

reference to D. M. Lewis.

85 /
Strabo xii. 556; of. Lostovtzeff, op.oit. in footnote 14, p. 365.
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86

Guide 3, p• 136.

87 (R.E.M. \Vheal9r),
Ancient India 3, 1947, p. 78, and see plates XXXIV and XXXV A. C.G,

Koehler has celled my attention to larp;a mills at Pompeii which seem to have

been powered by animals, or possibly sometimes by hande. For photographs of

those heavy "machines", see for instance A, Maiuri, Pompeii. 2nd edition,

Wovara 1943, pp. 102, 114, The oven is to bo seen behind a line of mills,

and there was asEooiatad also a shop for the finished products. In one oven

were found 81 loaves on which the baker had closed the oven door. So that

here, in the Ist century AD, the milling was done by the bakers, rather than

at the gi-anary.

. .f" -'
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